
 

 

Fakey Pro Trader Manual 
 

 

1. Search Limit  

It may take 1 bar for a fakey to form. In other words, the price breaks out of the range and then 
returns inside the range within just 1 bar. This is a 1-bar fakey. 

It may take 2 bars for a fakey to form. This bar, the price closes out of the range; then next bar, it 
returns inside the range. This is a 2-bar fakey. 

Similarly, it may take 3, 4, 5 bars for a fakey to form. Those are 3-bar, 4-bar, 5-bar fakeys. However, 
traders often just seek for 1-bar and 2-bar fakeys, which give more reliable signals. 

“Search Limit” option lets you specify the maximum number of bars for a fakey to form. For example, 
if “Search Limit” is set to 2 bars, the indicator only searches for 1-bar and 2-bar fakeys. 

 

2. Fakey Filter: Minimum Breakout 

This filter just applies to 1-bar fakeys. It defines the minimum amount of breakout that a 1-bar fakey 
must satisfy. 

For a bullish 1-bar fakey, the breakout is the distance between the range low and the fakey’s low. 

For a bearish 1-bar fakey, the breakout is the distance between the range high and the fakey’s high. 

You can specify this filter in % of range or tick unit. For example, a 1-bar fakey breakout must be at 
least 20% of range or 4 ticks. 

 



3. Fakey Filter: Minimum Return 

This filter defines the minimum amount of return that a fakey must satisfy. 

For a bullish fakey, the return is the distance between the fakey’s close and the lowest low outside 
the range. 

For a bearish fakey, the return is the distance between the fakey’s close and the highest high outside 
the range. 

You can specify this filter in % of range or tick unit. For example, a fakey return must be at least 60% 
of range or 10 ticks. 

 

 


